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1. Introduction. Some years back T. W. Chaundy [l] discussed

the problem of obtaining polynomial solutions of second-order linear

differential equations. The object of this paper is to discuss the cor-

responding problem in the case of g-differential equations. In particu-

lar, general types of g-differential equations which yield polynomial

solutions of restricted degrees and all degrees have been deduced.

We consider here the problem of finding systems of linear g-differ-

ential equations

(1) (F - \G)Y = 0,        X 9*0,   oo,

such that when X = X„, the equation is satisfied by a polynomial of

degree ra (ra, a positive integer or zero). Equation (1) is, in general, of

the form

(aoA" + aiA*-1 +-h aP) Y = \(8oA" + ^iA"-1 + ■ • • + 8P)

where A is the operator (qxdldx—l)/x(q—l). Also a0, Bo, au Bi, ■ • • ,

ap, BP are 2/> + 2 functions of the independent variable x. To deter-

mine their ratios we should have 2pA-l equations involving these

functions. We consider the 2pA-l polynomial solutions of the q-dii-

ferential equation (1) for different values of X, so that the ratios

are determined; for convenience, writing the fundamental operator A

as [d], where [0]=xA (which still leaves the coefficients polynomials

in x), and arranging (1) in powers of x, it becomes of the form

(2) F(x, [d])Y = XG(x, [d])Y,

where

F(x, [8]) - Y x'fr([8}),       G(x, [0]) = Y affr(M),

(P^s, p'^s'). In particular, we consider the equation

(3) [ E    *•/,([*])]  Yn =  X„ [   t;   *gr<[9\)]  Yn,
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where Yn is a polynomial solution of the form

(4) F„ = x" + an.n-ix"-1 + • • • + O»,o.

By "a polynomial of degree ra" we mean here not a polynomial of

degree not exceeding ra, but "of degree exactly ra" thus x" is always

present in F„.

Putting (4) in (3) and operating [8], we get the identity

W+%i[n\) + ■ ■■+ *W.([0])]

= X.[*»+*'fc,([n]) + • • • + sfVoft-dO])].

The highest powers of x on the left and right are then xn+pfPi[n\)

and xn+p'gp>([«]), respectively, where [ra] = (gn—l)/(g—1). Thus, un-

less p = p', either/p([ra]) or gP-([ra]) would remain as isolated terms in

(3), and we should need fPi[n])=0 or gP'i[n])=0 for all ra, which is

impossible. Hence p = p'. At the other end of summation, since (3),

after operation, is an identity between polynomials of degree n+p,

it must have the same lowest power of x and therefore there is no loss

of generality in assuming s = s'. It is, therefore, sufficient to consider

(3) in the form

(5) [  E    **£([»])]   F„  =  X„ [  E    X*gri[0])]  Yn.

Considering the sequence of polynomials { F„}, we can successively

choose c„,„_i, Cn,n-2, • • ■ , c„,0 such that

(6) X" =   Y„ + C„,„_lF„_l +   ■  •  •  + cn,0Y0.

Then from (5),

(7) Fix, [d])x« = Gix, [6])Zn

where

Zn = XnFn + Xn-lCn,n-l F„_i +   •  •   ■  + XoCj»,oF().

Obviously, we can suppose that

(8) Zn = X„X" + bn.n-lXn~l +  ■  ■ ■ + b„,0.

2. Now we proceed to deduce a sufficient form of a a-differential

equation which has polynomial solutions of every degree provided

that X„ (ra = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) are all different.

Theorem. The system of equations
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( £ x*-r[0}[<> ~ 1] • • • [0 - r Ar l]hp.r(\d])) Y

(9) " /- \
= a ( Y *•"[*][» -l]...[0-r+ l]jP-r([6])J Y

(where ht([0]) and jt([6]) denote polynomials in [d] with constant coeffi-

cients and ho([d]) and jo([0])9*0) has polynomial solutions of every

degree with

A» = hp([n])/jp([n])

provided that these X„ (ra = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) are all distinct.

Proof. Let us assume that for X=X„, equation (9) has polynomial

solution

Yn   =   Xn A-  an.n-lX"-1  +   •   •   •   + O„,0.

Now, the operator [0][0 — l] ■ • • [6 — r +1 ] appearing in the coeffi-

cient of xv~r on either side removes from Yn powers of x below xr, for

i—i

{[e][e- l] ■ ■ ■ [e-r+ i]} Y «.*• = 0;
s=0

so xp is the lowest power of x that emerges. Also the highest power is

Xn+P an(j thus, comparing coefficients of x on both sides in (9), gives

w + 1 equations to determine the ra + 1 constants an,n-i, a„,„_2, • " * >

an,o and X„. The equations are

0 = *,([„]) - \njP([n]),

0 = an.n-i{hp([n— l]) — \njp([n— i])} + X[w]{/fp_1([w]) — X„j'p_i([w])}

and so on. The first gives ^n = hp([n])/jp([n]) and from the others

an,n-i, an,n-2, ■ • • , fln.o can be determined in succession (without

infinity), provided that none of hp([r])—\njp([r}) is zero, which is

covered by the condition that X„ (ra = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) are all different.

3.  Next, we examine the generality of the above form given in (9).

Writing in short

(9a) [H(x, [6]) - \J(x, [6])]Y = 0,

it can be rewritten as

[H(x, [8 - m]) - \J(x, [6 - m])xm] Y = 0,

and, consequently, when m is positive integer, the system
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(10) [Hix, [6 - m]) - X/(x, [9 - m])]Y = 0

has polynomial solutions Y=xmYn of all degrees m and upwards,

with the same set of values of X. However, the system (10) may have

polynomial solutions of degree less than m only by imposing further

finite sets of conditions on (10). Then it will become the desired sys-

tem giving polynomial solutions of all orders. A system of the type

(10) becomes, for example,

(11) [Hix, [6 - m\) - X/(*, [8 - m])][e][8 - 1] • • • [0 - m + l\Y = 0

as the operator [0][0 — l] ■ ■ • [0 —m + l] annihilates all polynomials

of degree less than m. So it is of the form (10). To deduce the set of

conditions to be imposed on (10) so that it can give the remaining

polynomial solutions of degree less than m also, let us write F, G in

the form

Fix, [9])= zZ^\Pri[e})+ EtP^
r_0 I .-0    \B-S\)

.[6}[9- i] . . . [e - m - r + 1],

p / m—l „ \

Gix,   [0])   =     E *>"\Qri[0])   +    E   T^~\
(13) ,«o (. .-o  [0 — s\)

■[0][0 - l] ■ ■ ■ [9- m- r + 1]

where the er,s are a set of arbitrary constants, and Pr, Qr are arbitrary

polynomials with constant coefficients so as to contribute the [0 —m]

type of factors in (11). Hence, the coefficient of xp_r in each operator

is of the form [0 —raj] ■ • • [6 — m — r+l] multiplied by an operator

polynomial in [0]. Thus, (12) and (13) give

Fix, [9]) - XGix, [8])

of the required form //(x, [0 — m]) — X/(x, [0 — m]).

I shall prove now that

(14) Fix, [9]) Y = XGix, [9]) Y

has polynomial solutions of degree less than m as simple powers of x

with Fix, [d]),Gix, [0]) as given in (12), (13). Operatingonx" in<m),

(14) gives

*»E ^r(Xn - X)[»][n - 1] • • • [1][-1] • • • [1 - r]
r-0

which vanishes for X=X„.
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Thus, F(x, [6})-\nG(x, [d]) annihilates x\ Hence (14) for X=X„

has polynomial solutions of degree less than m as simple powers of x.

Thus, the form (14) with F(x, [d]), G(x, [d]), as defined in (12),

(13), has polynomial solutions of all degrees m upward, and the poly-

nomials of degree less than m are simple powers of x.

4. The type ft and &m. We shall distinguish the forms given in (9)

as type ft and those defined in (12), (13) as type ftm; ft is in fact fto-

(For m = 0, the series ^T.To1 m (12) and (13) do not appear.)

The ^-differential equations (9) and (14) (with forms of F and G

as in (12) and (13)) are both of rank up" in the sense that there are

£ + 1 powers of x and also p distinct steps between these powers in

the ^-differential equation. However, in (9) (an equation of the type

ft) the least order of [d] is at least p, since the coefficient of the ab-

solute term (the term independent of x) contains the factor [9] [9 — 1 ]

■ ■ ■ [9—pA-l]. In (14) (an equation of the type ftm) however, the

least order of [9] is at least mArp — l. Therefore, the order of (9) is at

least p, and that of (14) is at least m-\-p — 1; m^l.

Conversely, then, the equation of a given order ra of types ft, fti

are of rank at most ra; the rank of any type ftm is at most n—mA-1.

Thus, the second-order equations of these types are not necessarily of

g-hypergeometric type but may be of rank two.

As a simple illustration, consider the possible first-order g-differen-

tial equation. The type ft then gives most generally

(15) [x{a[6] - b} - c[d]]Y = X[x{a'[0] - b'} - c'[d]]Y.

This we can write

(16) [8]Y = ~([6]-B)Y,
A

where

A = (c - Xc')/(a - Xa'),        B = (b - \b')/(a - Xa').

Now in (15)

X. = (a[n] - b)/(a'[n] - b'),

An = - ((ca' - c'a)[n] A- (be' - b'c))/(ab' - a'b),        Bn = [n].

(16) can be written as

(XBJ(X -   An))f(x)   =   [8}f(x),

writing/(x) for Fn. Or,
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iAn - x)fiqx) = [An - x{l + iq - l)3n}J/(x),2

_ a   [i - (i/(i + ig - i)Bn))}r n + ig- l)Bn  V

r—oo [l   -  <?]r V An /

(17) =  ,$<,   -;- ;-*
Ll + iq ~ l)Bn An J

=  i$o[g""; o"(«MJ], since 5n = [ra]

=   [l — (x/yl„)]n = Yn, a polynomial of degree ra in x,

where [l — a]n denotes the expression (1— a)(l— qa) ■ ■ ■ (1 — aqn~l)

and

OO

!$„[«; *]  =  E   ([1  - «]»/[l - ?]»)*"•

The type tti is quickest dealt with by writing [0 —l] for [0] in (15).

This multiplies the solution Yn by x and replaces ra in (17) by ra —1,

and so

Yn  =  x[l  — x/An-l]n-l-
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